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Abstract
In this paper
 
we describe a robust learning approach to spoken lan
guage understanding Since interactively spoken and computationally an
alyzed language often contains many errors robust connectionist networks
are used for providing a at screening analysis A screening analysis is a
shallow at analysis based on category sequences at various syntactic se
mantic and dialog levels Rather than using tree or graph representations
a screening analysis uses category sequences in order to support robustness
and learning This at screening analysis is examined in the context of the
system SCREEN Symbolic Connectionist Robust EnterprisE for Natural
language Starting with the word hypotheses generated by a speech recog
nizer we give an overview of the architecture and illustrate the at robust
processing at the levels of syntax semantics and dialog acts While early
connectionist models were often limited to a single network and a small task
the hybrid connectionist SCREEN system is an important step towards
exploring connectionist techniques in larger hybrid symbolicconnectionist
environments and for realworld problems Based on our experience with
SCREEN hybrid connectionist techniques show a lot of potential for sup
porting robustness in interactive spoken language processing
 
This article has been submitted and accepted to the IEEE Computer Journal The edited
version will appear in the July  issue

  Introduction
Recently there has been a renewed interest in interactive processing of spoken
natural language eg Reilly and Sharkey  Menzel  Allen et al 
Jurafsky et al  Geutner et al  Weber and Wermter b Wermter
et al  If we want to process spoken language from humantohuman in
teractions or humanwithcomputer interactions we have to take into account the
interactive noise in spontaneously spoken language By interactive noise we re
fer to those phenomena which do occur in spontaneously spoken language but not
in written language Examples of this noise are interjections pauses repetitions
repairs false starts uncommon syntactic or semantic constructions etc Further
more there is noise based on incorrect word hypotheses from a speech recognizer
which may lead to ungrammatical constructions
Therefore the analysis of spoken language has to be faulttolerant and robust
Traditional and recent symbolic methods have been used successfully for various
aspects of text analysis However for dealing with faulty spoken language analy
sis more robust methods have to be used Other approaches for spoken language
analysis have used statistical methods in combination with symbolic methods
Allen et al  Charniak 	 Jurafsky et al 

 In this article we want
to examine hybrid connectionist methods for spoken language since connectionist
networks are known to be robust for unexpected but similar input There has been
some earlier work on language processing using connectionist networks Waltz and
Pollack  McClelland and Elman  McClelland  Reilly and Sharkey
 Miikkulainen 	 While this work demonstrated successfully how lan
guage processing can be achieved in connectionist networks these early models
had to be small in coverage In contrast we describe the SCREEN

system which
is based on a real speech recognizer which learns a robust syntactic and seman
tic analysis provides an interpretation up to the dialog act representation and
deals with uncommon syntactic and semantic language anomalies We consider
the hybrid connectionist SCREEN system as a step towards exploring connec
tionist techniques in larger hybrid symbolicconnectionist environments and for
realworld spoken language problems
There are three fundamental principles which are addressed in SCREEN
First we want to examine hybrid connectionist learning techniques in a real
world speechlanguage system Second we want to explore to what extent hybrid
connectionist techniques can provide the necessary robustness Third we want to
examine a screening approach to spoken language analysis that is rather than an

We will describe and compare some representative related approaches in the discussion
section after we have described SCREEN

symbolic connectionist robust enterprise for natural language

indepth understanding we aim at a at understanding but we want the under
standing to be robust and learned In general our longterm perspective has been
to examine the architectural consequences in hybrid connectionist systems based
on these principles In this paper we will primarily focus on the second point
the robustness since this is a key issue for interactive speech language systems
Below we show some transcription examples which were taken from a German
dialog corpus of business meeting arrangements For easier readability these ex
amples were translated in a literal and improved native version The rst sentence
is a relatively simple request to make a suggestion As a dierent example the sec
ond contains a false start and an interjection afterix eh In the third sentence
utterance boundaries have to be identied While these transcribed sentences just
show the noise introduced by humans later we will also see the noise introduced
by the imperfect analysis of a speech recognizer which may insert delete and
replace words
  Gut machen Sie einen Vorschlag Literal Fine make you a suggestion Im
proved Fine please suggest a date
  Vorschlagen am sechzehnten April nachix eh Literal Suggest on sixteenth
April afterix eh Improved Suggest the sixteenth afterix eh
  Das wird etwas knapp bei mir sagen wir lieber vierzehn Uhr funfundvierzig
Literal That is bit short for me say we rather  oclock  Improved
That is a little short for me lets rather say  pm
Such noise phenomena occur very frequently in spoken language and they
have to be dealt with However systems for spoken language analysis cannot
use directly the same technology which may have been proven useful for text
processing Rather a much higher level of robustness and fault tolerance has to
be integrated into interactive spoken language systems We primarily consider
two dierent ways to reach robustness
First robustness can be accomplished by mutually complementary modules
which cooperate to make a common decision If multiple modules are involved
in one decision it is possible that an error by a single module may not inuence
the common overall decision Since this robustness is based on the modularity
we call this a modularitybased robustness A good example for modularity
based robustness would be the detection of a word repair where the equality of
lexical syntactic and semantic knowledge in dierent modules all contribute to
the decision whether one word should be replaced by its subsequent word
A second form of achieving robustness is by using graded representations for
supporting similarity While modularitybased robustness involves several mod
ules similaritybased robustness concentrates on the processing within a single
	
module Similaritybased robustness reects the fact that graded analogous repre
sentations support a graceful degradation for potentially faulty input Especially
in realworld systems like speechlanguage systems there are gradual variations
for instance in the speech input signal However also at higher levels ambiguities
and contradictory preferences are best dealt with using a gradual representation
which can support similaritybased robustness
In earlier work we have shown the potential of connectionist networks for learn
ing a at text analysis Wermter  referred to as a scanning understanding
Here we will describe work on our new system SCREEN for learning a at spoken
language analysis referred to as a screening understanding Both a scanning un
derstanding of text and a screening understanding of spoken language are based
on sequences of at category representations However a screening understanding
of spoken language has to deal much more with various forms of noise compared
to a scanning understanding of written language
Input to the SCREEN system is a stream of word hypotheses generated by a
speech recognizer output is a stream of syntax semantics and dialog hypotheses
for dierent utterance hypotheses The overall processing is incremental so that
analysis results can be used immediately after they have been produced and mod
ules do not have to wait until the processing of a complete utterance has been
nished Furthermore incremental processing allows SCREEN to let dierent
modules interact early in the utterance which is used for instance for repairing
words or phrases Incremental processing and robust processing are also relevant
for computational models of spoken language since they both exist in human
interactive language processing
 Noisy Word Hypotheses from a Speech Rec
ognizer
The domain we work with is the arrangement of business meetings between busi
ness partners Currently we deal with  dialog turns and 	 words However
as we will point out in the discussion our approach can be transferred easily to
other spoken language domains The amount of domaindependent knowledge is
mainly restricted to the semantic knowledge Furthermore this domaindependent
semantic knowledge can be learned automatically from examples
Our analysis is based on a HMM

speech recognizer which incrementally pro
vides a list of word hypotheses based on the spoken input signal The interface
between the speech recognizer and the language processing is based on these word

Hidden Markov Model see Charniak 	
 for an introduction to HMM models

hypotheses Word hypotheses are illustrated using a word graph as shown in g
ure  In general and in practice these word graphs can become much bigger with
many more connections The size of the word graphs depends on the quality of
word recognition the HMM speech recognizer is able to provide
Each word hypothesis is represented by the word itself for readability with
its literal translation and a plausibility value for the acoustic condence of the
speech recognizer for this word hypothesis Based on their start and end times
these word hypotheses can be connected to partial sentence hypotheses
Usually a single word hypothesis can have several subsequent word hypotheses
For instance in gure  after the initial pause dierent word hypotheses have
been computed by the speech recognizer ahm eh oh oh bis until
and das that As another example after the word hypothesis mir me
marked by  in gure  the word hypotheses noch still auch also sol
len should and sagen say are all possible successors with dierent speech
condence Through these dierent noisy word hypotheses many undesired noisy
sentence hypotheses can be built
 Screening analysis based on at representa
tion
In SCREEN we use rather at representations which come from ve basic knowl
edge sources a basic syntactic and a basic semantic word description an abstract
syntactic and an abstract semantic phrase description and a dialog act descrip
tion The at analysis is based on category sequences at various syntactic se
mantic and dialog act levels A at representation using the categories shown in
table  supports robustness and learning within a modular hybridconnectionist
architecture For instance the syntactic semantic and dialog act analysis of an
example utterance das ist knapp bei mir that is short for me produces the
output shown in gure 
A basic category is assigned to each word of the utterance an abstract category
to each phrase and a dialog act to each turn
 An Overview of the SCREEN Architecture
Now we will give a brief overview of our SCREEN system see gure 	 In
this section we summarize the most important architecture features and we will
illustrate the processing in SCREEN with a more detailed example in section 
SCREEN consists of six main parts each of which contains several modules As
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das (that)
2.38e-02 
#PAUSE#
2.05e-02 
das (that)
1.96e-02 
bei (for)
2.34e-02 
knapp (short)
6.26e-04 
mir (me)
3.84e-04 
wird (is)
8.51e-03 
etwas (bit)
1.68e-05 
noch (still)
1.10e-03 
auch (also)
3.09e-03 
wir (we)
4.82e-03 
sollen (should)
1.26e-03 
die (the)
7.32e-03 
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6.91e-03 
mir (me)
2.05e-03 
lieber (rather)
3.05e-10 
lieber (rather)
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1.41e-04 
Uhr (o’clock)
9.97e-02 
fünfundvierzig (45)
7.56e-15 
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#PAUSE#
7.69e-01 
Zeit (time)
3.62e-04 
gut (fine)
4.38e-02 
sollen (should)
9.45e-04 
sagen (say)
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*
Figure  Word graph for the dialog turn Das wird etwas knapp bei mir sagen
wir lieber vierzehn Uhr funfundvierzig Literal That is bit short for me say we
rather  oclock  Improved That is a little short for me lets rather say 
pm Word hypotheses are shown with the word its literal translation and its
acoustic plausibility value

basic basic abstract abstract dialog
syntax semantics syntax semantics act
noun select verb group action accept
adjective suggest noun group auxaction query
verb meet adverbial group agent reject
adverb utter prepositional group object requestcomment
preposition is conjunction group recipient requestsuggest
conjunction have modus group instrument state
pronoun move special group manner suggest
determiner auxiliary interjection group timeat miscellaneous
numeral question timefrom
interjection physical timeto
participle animate locationat
other abstract locationfrom
pause  here locationto
source confirmation
destination negation
location question
time miscellaneous
negative evaluation no
positive evaluation yes
unspeci	c nil
Table  Categories for the at representation Abbreviations are shown in bold
face
Utterance Das ist knapp bei mir
Translated That is short for me
basic syntax d v j r u
abstract syntax ng vg ag pg
basic semantic abs is no here anim
abstract semantic obj act neg recip
Dialog act rej
Figure  Flat analysis of a simple utterance for abbreviations see table at
categories
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and dialog
syntax, semantics
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learned
speech evaluation part
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correction part
speech sequence construction part
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1.
2.
....
input from speech recognizer
....
constructed word hypotheses sequences:
2.
1. That is bit short for me also should
That is bit short for me also say
Das wird etwas knapp bei mir auch sagen
Das wird etwas knapp bei mir auch sollen
output to further analysis
two word hypothesis sequences:
Figure 	 Overview of the SCREEN system

shown in gure 	 input for SCREEN are word hypotheses output are at repre
sentations of the screening analysis The six parts are responsible for constructing
sequences from words evaluating the best sequences providing syntactic and se
mantic categories correcting mistakes supplying a case frame and assigning dialog
acts
In gure  we will now focus on a more detailed description of the SCREEN
system The data ow is shown by arrows between modules in some cases we
have used numbers to avoid too complex arrow drawings The speech sequence
construction part CONSEQUHYPS at the bottom of gure  incrementally
receives single word hypotheses from a speech recognizer and constructs possible
partial sentence hypotheses At the bottom of the gures  we see one of many
possible sentence hypotheses that is bit short for me also say
The speech evaluation part contains modules for computing sequence plau
sibilities of individual partial sentence hypotheses These plausibilities allow to
choose better partial sentence hypotheses based on acoustic syntactic and seman
tic knowledge The evaluation is done by comparing basic syntactic and semantic
category predictions BASSYNPRE and BASSEMPRE with actually occur
ring categories
Category knowledge is learned and generalized in the category part This
part contains several modules for a at syntactic and semantic analysis of a cur
rent sentence hypothesis The syntactic and semantic analysis is performed at
two syntactic basic and abstract syntactic categorization BASSYNDIS and
ABSSYNCAT and two semantic levels basic and abstract semantic catego
rization BASSEMDIS and ABSSEMCAT Furthermore phrase starts are
detected for identifying phrase boundaries PHRASESTART The categories
assigned by these modules are shown in table 
The correction part contains modules for often occurring mistakes which have
to be dealt with explicitly in spontaneous language For instance there are
modules for detecting interjections and pauses PAUSEERROR word repairs
WORDERROR and phrase repairs PHRASEERROR The principles of re
pair recovery and the correction part are described in more detail in Weber and
Wermter a The modules of the correction part provide an explicit machin
ery for robustness while individual connectionist modules also have an implicit
similaritybased robustness
The case frame part contains a segmentation parser for segmenting complete
dialog turns into utterance segments and for lling the contents of a case frame
with the utterance constituents This parser uses the semantic and syntactic
knowledge provided by the underlying at syntactic and semantic analysis from
the category part
The dialog part is responsible for recognizing dialog acts of utterances and

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Figure  Architecture of the SCREEN system see text for abbreviations


interacts with the case frame part The segmentation parser in the case frame
part provides utterance boundaries for the dialog act part In return the dialog
act part provides dialog acts DIAACT which are also stored in the case frame
representation
As shown in gure  we have chosen primarily connectionist feedforward net
works and simple recurrent networks Elman 
 where the sequential context
can be learned Gradient descent is used to train these networks Rumelhart et
al  If a module does not contain a connectionist network it uses simple
symbolic rules for instance for a lexical comparison of two words
VG AGCGNG MG
output-layer
13
SG IG
8 units
units2*14
PG
N J V A R C U D M I P O /
units
input-layer
disambiguated representation of "mir" (me)
14*13 connections
hidden-layer context-layer
14*14
conn.
14 copy13*14 connections
Figure  Abstract syntactic categorization in ABSSYNCAT bei mir for
me is found to be a prepositional group in this context
As a detailed example of one network we will describe the ABSSYNCAT
module for abstract syntactic categorization There are 	 input units which
is the output of the disambiguation of BASSYNDIS for the basic syntactic
categories and  output units for the abstract syntactic categories for the ab
breviations see table  The network in gure  shows the current network state
when the representation of mir me has been presented to the network
Although we cannot go into all the details of each module we have decided to
illustrate the complete architecture since this gives an impression of the similarity
based and modularitybased robustness Similaritybased robustness is realized in
particular by those modules which contain a connectionist network for instance
for abstract syntactic categorization ABSSYNCAT Modularitybased robust
ness is realized where several modules contribute to another module for instance

for the lexical equality of two words LEXWORDEQ syntactic equality of ba
sic syntactic categories BASSYNEQ and semantic equality of basic semantic
categories BASSEMEQ which all contribute to the detection of word repairs
and word repetitions WORDERROR
 Incremental Processing of Word Hypotheses
In order to describe the principle of incremental at robust processing in SCREEN
we show two snapshots of the running system The example shown is Das wird
etwas knapp bei mir sagen wir lieber vierzehn Uhr funfundvierzig Literal That
is bit short for me say we rather  oclock  Improved That is a little short for
me lets rather say  pm The word hypotheses which were shown in gure 
are processed incrementally from left to right and the results at various levels of
syntax semantics and dialog acts are shown in gures  and 
Figure  shows the state of SCREEN at the middle of our sentence hypotheses
Horizontally the rst four current sentence hypotheses are shown at that time
step  seconds They have been built in an incremental manner after each
incoming word hypothesis At that time the top
four sentence hypotheses essentially represent the desired sentence and they only
dier in their condence values
Each sentence hypothesis consists of word hypotheses and each word hypoth
esis is shown with its most favored categories The illustrated boxes are graphical
representations of the output activations of the respective connectionist networks
with the highest values In addition to these categories and the condence repre
sentation phrase boundaries are indicated by lled rectangles
For relating the representation of a word hypothesis in this snapshot to our
architecture we have shown the abbreviations from the architecture in gure  also
at the bottom of gure  for the word mir me The module BASSYNDIS
assigned the basic syntactic category pronoun U the module ABSSYNCAT
the abstract syntactic category prepositional group PG the module BAS
SEMDIS the basic semantic category animate ANIM the module ABSSEM
CAT the abstract semantic category recipient RECIP and the module DIA
ACT computed the dialog act category reject REJ The condence category is
an integration of the acoustic syntactic and semantic condence values for that
partial sentence hypothesis
The condence of each sentence hypothesis is another example how acoustics
syntax and semantics interact to identify the best sentence hypotheses If acous
tics syntax and semantics provide relatively high single values this will result in
a high integrated value but slight variations of the value of a single knowledge
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Figure  Snapshot  of four best found sentence hypotheses Incremental pro
cessing proceeds from left to right More details about abbreviations of syntactic
and semantic categories can be found in tables  and  At the bottom of this
gure we map the activation boxes for a single word hypothesis to the respective
categorization tasks
	
source do not necessarily result in a dierent order of the sentence hypotheses So
we have another example here how integration can provide a larger robustness in
interactive speech language systems
Figure  shows the state of SCREEN after all word hypotheses have been seen
and processed Since our environment allows the sentence hypotheses to scroll
from left to right and also from top best to bottom worst we see only the right
part of the top four sentence hypotheses due to the length of this utterance Here
we nd the third sentence hypothesis as the desired sentence hypothesis with the
exception of an additional also For clarity we focus primarily on this sentence
hypothesis example
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Go StopQuit
Figure  Snapshot  of four best found sentence hypotheses More details about
abbreviations of syntactic and semantic categories can be found in tables  and

If we analyze SCREENs output representations we notice an additional also
which did not occur in the spoken sentence but which was introduced by the
imperfect speech recognizer In addition the rst two sentence hypotheses also

dier from the desired say in the single word should In these examples
we have an insertion error also and a replacement error should from the
speech recognizer In this case even additional syntactic and semantic knowledge
cannot correct such errors since the sentences actually could have been spoken
that way On the other hand as we can see from the similar sentence hypotheses
the best found sentence hypotheses are very close to the desired interpretation
the third sentence hypothesis is even the desired spoken sentence hypothesis with
the exception of an additional also
Finally for additional illustration table  shows the syntactic and semantic
categories which were assigned to our third sentence hypothesis This table also
shows the abbreviations in uppercase characters As we can see in table  most
words have been recognized there is an incorrect additional word also which was
not in the spoken sentence and most categories have been assigned correctly In
addition to these syntactic and semantic categories there are also dialog categories
which we will focus on in the next section Together syntactic semantic and
dialog act representations provide a at interpretation of sentence hypotheses
wordhypothesis basic abstract basic abstract
syntax syntax semantics semantics
That das Determiner NounGroup ABStract OBJect
is ist Verb VerbGroup IS ACTion
bit etwas pronoUn NounGroup NIL MISCellaneous
short knapp adJective AdverbialGroup NO NEGation
for bei pRepositon PrepositionalGroup HERE LoCationAT
me mir pronoUn PrepositionalGroup ANIMate RECIPient
also auch Adverb SpecialGroup NIL MISCellaneous
say sagen Verb VerbGroup UTTER ACTion
we wir pronoUn NounGroup ANIMate AGENT
rather lieber Adverb SpecialGroup NIL MISCellaneous
 vierzehn nuMeral NounGroup TIME TiMeAT
oclock Uhr Noun NounGroup TIME TiMeAT
 funfundvierzig nuMeral NounGroup NIL MISCellaneous
Table  Another view on the syntactic and semantic categories assigned for the
third sentence hypothesis of gures  and 

 Frames with Semantic and Dialog Knowledge
The current output of SCREEN is knowledge up to the semantics and dialog act
level Therefore in this section we will give an outline of the case frame part and
the dialog part The case frame part contains a segmentation parser which receives
the knowledge about the basic and abstract categories from the syntactic and
semantic levels Based on this knowledge the segmentation parser performs the
tasks of segmenting a complete dialog turn in individual utterances and lling the
constituents into appropriate frame slots The segmentation is performed based
on symbolic rules for possible sentence boundaries For instance conjunctions
like because would start new utterance segments Furthermore new occurring
full verbs like say could be an indicator for a new utterance segment For each
newly detected utterance segment a new frame is triggered For our example turn
with two utterance segments we show the incremental processing in two frames
Slots  Phrase 	 Phrase  Phrase
dialog act rejection rejection rejection
type utter utter utter
verbform is is is
question
auxiliary
agent
object That That That
recipient for me
timeat
timefrom
timeto
locationat
locationfrom
locationto
conrm
negation bit short bit short
miscellaneous
input That is That is bit short That is bit short for me
Table 	 Incremental slot lling in frame  for clarity of reading we have used
the English literal translations Das wird etwas knapp bei mir Literal That is
bit short for me

Slots  Phrase  Phrase 	 Phrase
dialog act suggestion suggestion suggestion
type is is is
verbform say say say
question
auxiliary
agent we we
object
recipient
timeat rather  oclock 
timefrom
timeto
locationat
locationfrom
locationto
conrm
negation
miscellaneous
input say say we say we rather  oclock 
Table  Incremental slot lling in frame  Sagen wir lieber vierzehn Uhr
funfundvierzig Literal say we rather  oclock 

in the two tables 	 and 
On the left hand of table 	 there are the frame slots the individual columns
show the incremental slot lling after a phrase has been identied In addition to
the semantic slots the frame type and the frame input we also show the dialog
act of the current utterance segment For instance the dialog act of the utterance
segment That is bit short for me is a rejection the dialog act of the utterance
segment say we rather  oclock  is a suggestion
While the segmentation parser has been realized as a symbolic program due
to the few segmentation rules the dialog act assignment has been learned in a
simple recurrent network Since the utterances are processed incrementally the
results of the analysis can be examined in the frames directly after each word or
phrase For more details of dialog act processing see Wermter and Lochel 
	 Discussion and Conclusion
We have described SCREEN a new speech language system based on new hybrid
connectionist technology We have used connectionist modules wherever possi
ble for learning and generalizing dierent functionalities in a robust and fault
tolerant manner Since real spoken language contains much more noise compared
to written language we have primarily used modularitybased and similaritybased
principles from connectionist architectures to deal with such noisy environments
However we also use symbolic techniques wherever necessary For instance the
communication and control of the individual modules has been realized symboli
cally since the communication paths were known and did not have to be learned
The mode of processing in SCREEN is dierent from usual text processing
techniques First we have developed techniques for dealing with interjections
and pauses word repairs and phrase repairs as well as other ungrammatical
constructions which do not appear in written language Furthermore the at
analysis in SCREEN supports the robust processing which is necessary for dealing
with the output of a speech recognizer directly Furthermore we have designed
SCREEN to be incremental left to right Dierent syntactic and semantic modules
can work in parallel rather than syntax before semantics as it is often done in
traditional text processing Our incremental processing of real spoken language
also does not use techniques like multiple sequential parsings of the same sentence
or processing techniques like backtracking which has been used often in symbolic
text parsers
We have evaluated the performance of our at screening analysis in SCREEN in
dierent ways Since we are most interested in how we could reach robust language
processing on new unknown realworld utterances here we describe the results of

using  dialog turns with 	 words from the domain of business meeting
arrangements Among other tasks we trained simple recurrent networks on the
tasks of basic syntactic abstract syntactic basic semantic abstract semantic and
dialog act categorization using  dialog turns as training material After training
we tested the performance of these networks on 
 previously unknown new and
realworld test dialog turns The performance on these new dialog turns was 
correctness for basic syntactic analysis  for abstract syntactic analysis 
for basic semantic analysis 	 for abstract semantic analysis and  for dialog
act analysis
We consider this performance as quite promising already given that all utter
ances were realword utterances without any preprocessing In addition to these
percentages it is interesting to note that this performance could be reached with a
relatively small training set of  dialog turns Therefore these connectionist tech
niques should be particularly useful for scaling up and bootstrapping in medium
domains where the number of sentences is restricted In fact we have already ex
amined the performance of SCREEN using the same architecture for the domain
of interactions at a railway counter In this railway domain people ask questions
about train connections The performance was comparable to the business meet
ing domain with 	 correctness for basic syntactic analysis  for abstract
syntactic analysis  for basic semantic analysis and  for abstract semantic
analysis for more details see Wermter and Weber 
The most related work to our approach are PARSEC Jain  BeRP Ju
rafsky et al  and TRAINS Allen et al  The hybrid connectionist
system PARSEC is part of the larger speech translation eort JANUS Waibel
et al  PARSECs input are sentences its output are case role representa
tions annotated with linguistic features PARSEC contains several connectionist
modules which trigger symbolic transformation rules SCREENs communication
is done by a messagepassing system which does not distinguish between connec
tionist and symbolic modules outside of the modules In contrast to SCREEN
PARSEC uses prosodic knowledge while SCREEN also contains modules for learn
ing dialog act assignment
In the Berkeley Restaurant Project BeRP multiple dierent representations
for speechlanguage analysis are employed Jurafsky et al  The task is
to provide guidance for choosing restaurants Processing in BeRP is done as
follows A feature extractor receives acoustic data and extracts features which
are used in the connectionist phonetic probability estimation The output of this
connectionist feedforward network is used in a Viterbi decoder whose output is
transformed into database queries by a stochastic chart parser A dialog manager
is used to control the dialog with the user Both SCREEN and BeRP perform a
at analysis However while BeRP uses a probabilistic chart parser to compute all

possible fragments SCREEN uses multiple connectionist networks for at parsing
The goal of TRAINS is to build a general framework for spoken natural lan
guage processing and to plan train schedules Allen et al  A person which
interacts with the system is assumed to know more about the goals of scheduling
while the system is supposed to know the details of the domain In contrast to
using the speech hypotheses as in SCREEN transcripts of utterances are parsed
by a syntactic and semantic parser However further linguistic reasoning is done
by modules for scoping and reference resolution Based on conversation acts of a
dialog manager templatedriven responses are generated Processing in TRAINS
focuses more on an indepth planning level based on a chart parser with a general
ized phrase structure grammar while SCREEN uses primarily a at connectionist
language analysis Both systems are able to cope with performance phenomena
like repairs and false starts Allen et al 
In summary and conclusion SCREEN is a robust system for speechlanguage
analysis Given that speech recognizers will continue to be suboptimal and will
produce errors robustness is a very important property for speech language sys
tems SCREEN has the ability to process input constructions even if they contain
dierent errors Based on the erroneous speech signal analysis it may not be
possible to come up with the desired interpretation in all cases but due to its
robustness SCREEN does not break for any ungrammatical input and it attempts
to provide the best possible interpretation at the syntactic semantic and dia
log level Due to this robustness hybrid connectionist architectures hold a lot of
potential for further research in interactive speech language analysis
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